
Distance learning
Friday 12th June 2020

Kian and Thai joining the peaceful 
protests for Black Lives Matter! Well 
done boys, so inspirational!



Good morning!

And here... is the final instalment of your production. I have tried to work out a way that 
those who are not in school over the next few weeks can be in it and the only way I see, is 
if you film yourself dancing and singing to one or more of the songs and then send it to me 
and I will add it in?

As for those of you coming to school, we are getting started straight away which means 
you will need to be ready to audition for something on your second day back (we will be 
reading it on your first day). Remember, the show is going to be split into bubbles and then 
filmed in bubbles so the character you want may not be in your bubble. Once parts are 
given out, you will then have a week to learn lines - this is easier because it is in rhyme and 
also we can retake videos or remind ourselves of words half way if it is being filmed.

This is a lot to take in and I hope it all makes sense. If you have any questions, please feel 
free to email me them.

Enjoy your weekend my lovelies! Not long until we can have random chats and laugh at 
stupid things together again... I hope I remember all your middle names!

Miss D



Maths
Today is the last day of the Rockstars battle. This is the start of a new 

term so the score is nil-nil at the moment. Play 20 minutes of Rockstars
first.

Today’s work is an arithmetic revision test.

The answers are on the 
last page of the 
arithmetic test.



Reading
Read this for fun!

















SPaG
Log in to SPaG.com and re do the test on "Terminlogy A"



English



Finally!

Today is your time to decorate your memory page! Add colour and 
pictures! Just make sure everything fits and everything can be read.

Now you can either send these to me to be edited and printed or you 
can bring them in to school on Monday for me to mark. This may mean 
you have to re do it through if too much needs editing. 


